
foraus - Foreign Policy Forum

is looking for an

UX Design Intern
starting from Mid-February 2022
Location : Geneva/Zurich
(80%, 6 months, 1500 CHF/m gross)

In 2018, foraus developed Policy Kitchen, a crowd-innovation platform accompanied by a
methodology to ideate and co-create policy solutions to pressing challenges of today. In the past 3
years the team has engaged more than 1800 people in shaping over 550 ideas on topics as
diverse as aligning biodiversity conservation and economic development, inclusiveness in Artificial
Intelligence and feminist foreign policy. These ad hoc engagement points on specific topics and
interactions with various stakeholders around Policy Kitchen highlighted clear needs: virtual
community spaces allowing for a continuous dialogue and crowd-innovation on policy challenges
and the creation of future oriented spaces to foster long-term solutions and promote
intergenerational equity.

As an UX intern with the Innovation team you will help us achieve our mission by performing all or
some of the following tasks:

● Analysis of user needs and identifying design problems.
● Implementation and harmonization of visual design elements across the organization.
● Creation of UX concepts (interaction design, information architecture, user interface

design) for new and existing functions.
● Design physical and virtual interactive experiences.
● Creation of prototypes, visualization and communication of work results.
● Planning, implementation and evaluation of user research activities.

Ideal prerequisites for the internship is to have a sense for good UX and love for design, a
Bachelor's or Master's degree in the relevant area, organizational talent and a flair for
communication. A good command of English is necessary. Good command of German and French
and initial experience in day-to-day office work are an advantage. Essentials are enthusiasm,
initiative, humor, and the courage to throw yourself into the upcoming work together with us and to
commit yourself to a constructive foreign policy!

We are looking forward to your application! Please use this form until January 15, 2022. To avoid
potential bias, we work exclusively with the form and therefore do not require traditional application
documents such as CV or references. For further information, please contact Eduardo Belinchon
(Digital Innovation Manager) (eduardo.belinchon@foraus.ch, +41 78 203 98 41).

foraus is committed to promoting diversity and balance within the team and would like to offer
equal opportunities to applicants of all religions, backgrounds, and genders.
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